Suits You
With new technologies and cutting edge
materials yachtwear and uniforms have
never looked so good or desirable

E&P Superyacht Wear

E

& P offers you a very wide variety of selected
crew wear using their rich experience of
what crew actually wear on superyachts today.
Without hassle as E & P has developed an
innovative and unique order system. Smooth and
efficient ordering is guaranteed: Simply enter
the sizes of the crew just once and they’ll ensure
a 100% fit for the whole range of the various
brands on offer. Hot for 2018, light, fast drying,
anti bacterial and breathable fabrics with a good
fit in combination with comfortable sneakers
for during the day. Timeless formal wear with
nice cut pantalons and slim fit pilot shirts for the
men and classic nice cut dresses for the women
during their evening duties.
For more details Tel: +31 (0)6 33 752 136
or visit www.epsuperyachtwear.com
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Taylor Made Designs

C

lothing garments these days have
come on leaps and bounds and the
material and fabrics used are designed
for multi-climatic environments. Polo
Shirts these days have the moisture
management fabric which helps to
regulate the body temperature, making
you comfortable in most weather
conditions and can provide the perfect
base layer should the temperature
start to drop. Fleeces have progressed
and now have a tighter weave (called
“microfleece”) which makes them wind
and water resistant, and along with the
moisture management to regulate the
body temperature, making the perfect
layer item. Yachts are now also sailing a
lot further afield and into more extreme
conditions. When visiting these places you need garments that can
deal with arctic conditions and any cases of severe weather. This calls
on niche suppliers to provide highly technical items but at relatively low
order quantities.
For more details Tel: +44 (0)1202 473311
or visit www.taylormadedesigns.co.uk

Slam UK

S

lam UK supply and distribute the leading Super yacht and Crew
wear clothing brand Slam. Established in Genoa in 1979, Slam
remains a privately owned business and has established a loyal
worldwide following. The latest clothing Technology &development
is combined with Italian design, resulting in products that look
fabulous and fit better. Alongside the technical range that is worn
by professional and enthusiastic sailors alike, Slam has a lifestyle
collection available year round. Slam style is not reserved for water
activities only Slam UK can arrange for bespoke branding for
corporate & team wear orders and deliver world wide
For more details Tel: +44 (0)15394 88868
or visit www.slamuk.com

Sea Design

T

oday’s generation of yacht crew is more inclined to “think out of the box” in
regards to yacht and crew uniform in general. Sea Design see more colour and
creativity in the uniform. The request for custom designed garments is now the
norm. Of course some yachts still prefer to keep a more traditional presence, but
even on the most conservative yachts the demand is still to add a detail that will
make the crew uniform bespoke, with accents such as coloured epaulettes, belts and
scarves. The detailing helps to give the whole look a modern and individual look if
there is not the budget to have a complete custom uniform.
For more details Tel: +33 (0)4 93 74 74 53
or visit www.sea-design.com
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Floating Life Style

F

loating Life’s garments are all ‘made in Italy’. A high-end,
perfectly cut, collection with a tailored look, made with
fabrics of the utmost quality. Some of our favourites are the
Technical and Polyamide Wear lines. New arrivals will include
the Women Perseo Technical Jumper model, a stewardess
evening dress as well as a range of new T-shirt & Polo Technical
Wear lines (polyamide fabric). Floating Life can tailor-make
outfits to suit any requirement be it colour, logo, fabric and
other specific requirements.
For more details Tel: +39 0584 1716152
or visit www.floatinglife.com

Smallwoods

I

nspired by the evolution of yachting since 1981, Smallwood’s Yachtwear,
a global, family-owned industry leader, has become a timeless look for
all generations of yachting professionals. Located in Fort Lauderdale,
Antibes and Barcelona, Smallwood’s is positioned to service those who
appreciate the international lifestyle and continues to innovate with
design and technical features, providing choice, quality, good value and
five star service to all of their clients. For 2018, the Breeze and Elements
collections join up the outstanding selection of uniforms already available
in the Smallwood’s brand. Made of the latest technical stretch materials,
they are perfect for onboard service.
For more details Tel: +33(0)4 93 63 26 14
or visit www.smallwoods.com
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Suitform

S

uitform clothing is custom-made to each client’s
individual needs. Personalised embroidery and
printing techniques are used, which are enhanced by the
brand’s design and manufacturing know-how. The fabrics
are chosen on the grounds of their quality and their
performance, according to the space/surroundings and
the specialty of the crew. Their six-decade experience,
through close collaboration with their clients, has turned
them to the choice of fabrics, made by natural fibres or
processing techniques, which offer comfort and perfect
fit. What Suitform foresees is that the uniforms will stray
from the strict lines of a typical form.
For more details Tel: +30 210 411 3671
or visit www.suitform.com

Dolphinwear & Deckers Uniform Solutions

W

ith customers at the core of DWD Uniform Solutions, the company
feel privileged to have both a personal and professional approach
with their clients. DWD also love what they do, and with aligned
company values, will continue to work to improve customer satisfaction.
This involves offering larger uniform selections, proposing more stock on
hand, working to faster turnarounds, and generally increasing creativity
and capacity to produce on demand. DWD’s advanced personalisation
techniques and
designers stand at the
forefront, leading the
way from the start to
the final result. With
major showrooms in
Antibes, Palma, and
MB92 Barcelona, and a
global agent network.
Dolphinwear & Deckers
Uniform Solutions.
For more details
Tel: +33(0)493 340 308
or visit www.dwd.group
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